Future upgrades to the LHC will pose considerable challenges for traditional particle track reconstruction methods. We investigate how artificial Neural Networks and Deep Learning could be used to complement existing algorithms to increase performance. Generating seeds of detector hits is an important phase during the beginning of track reconstruction and improving the current heuristics of seed generation seems like a feasible task. We find that given sufficient training data, a comparatively compact, standard feed-forward neural network can be trained to classify seeds with great accuracy and at high speeds. Thanks to immense parallelization benefits, it might even be worthwhile to completely replace the seed generation process with the Neural Network instead of just improving the seed quality of existing generators.
Introduction
In the next decade, high-luminosity upgrades to the LHC will confront detectors with an order of magnitude increase in particle collisions. This will push the traditional track reconstruction software and hardware beyond their capabilities. Henceforth, upgraded or entirely new algorithms will be required to deal with the increased amount of data. The current track reconstruction approaches based on track seeding and track following allow for large contingency and hence are not optimal in terms of computational efficiency. Early fake classifications, especially during the first stages of track reconstruction, offer viable opportunities for a faster, more efficient reconstruction. Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) and Machine Learning provide an interesting and highly viable opportunity to combine multiple advantages into a single approach when it comes to the classification of such track seeds. With extremely high execution speed -thanks to inherent parallelizability -and a good chance to improve rejection rates for improper seeds due to the contingencies and heuristics of current algorithms, a DNN certainly seems up to the task. This approach is also underpinned by the surge of high performance and free to use deep learning frameworks, which have matured over the last years.
Track Seeding
In the first stages of track reconstruction, a set of hits from the detector is basically sampled at random. This set is called a seed and starting from it, additional hits are found progressively while keeping the overall likelihood for a correct track in mind. This can, for example, be realized with a Kalman filter. However, since the space of possible seeds suffers from combinatorial explosion, it is necessary to constrain seeds by preselecting only those which are likely to result in a successful track candidate. To prevent falling into the combinatorial pitfall again, this pre-selection must be extremely performant and thus allows for little computational complexity. One way of doing it is by selecting three hits in the xy-plane perpendicular to the beam axis and then directly calculate the circle which they define. Since charged particles follow helical trajectories in the detector's magnetic field, they should lie on a circle in this plane. The distance between the circle and a possible primary vertex on the beam axis can then be used as a cut parameter to reduce the amount of possible seeds. It should still be noted that tracks with loosely constrained primary vertices might necessitate large cuts or even unconstrained seed generation, drastically increasing the number of eventual track candidates. But for many event types, an efficient initial seed generation could free up time for such computationally intensive searches.
Deep Neural Networks
The mathematical framework developed around biology-inspired Artificial Neural Networks dates back more than half a century [1, 2] . However, only much more recent advancements in theoretical understanding and computational power have made it possible to successfully train large networks on complex tasks. Major theoretical milestones include the introduction of activation functions with non vanishing gradients [3] , layer regularization [4] and advanced optimization algorithms [5] , while the computational side mostly benefited from the development of modern GPUs supporting highly parallel scientific computing at reasonable cost. The basic network structure in this study is a fully connected feed forward multi layer perceptron. All networks use three or more hidden layers, which classifies them as Deep Neural Networks, according to conventional literature [6] . While multiple hidden layers are not strictly necessary according to the Universal Approximation Theorem [7] , they turn out to be very useful for training when combined with the aforementioned theoretical advancements. The basic structure of all networks is shown in figure 1 . Hidden layers use rectified linear units. The output layer makes use of the softmax function to generate a probability like normalized output for different classes. At the most basic level, we simply use the space coordinates of four hits from the detector as inputs. For the two dimensional case study, that means each input is an 8-dimensional vector mapped onto a two dimensional normalized output representing good seeds and bad seeds. We use categorical cross entropy as a loss function and adaptive moment estimation is for optimization of the network weights. 
Case Studies
While it was possible to jump immediately into particle and detector simulations, we decided to follow a more academic approach and start with simplified problems. Since we had no information regarding the complexity of this problem as a deep learning task, this approach gave us valuable estimates on the required model size and the necessary amount of training data. From there we continuously went on towards more and more realistic scenarios, eventually ending up in the production level simulation environment of ATLAS.
Toy Environments
To keep the scope of the environment and the model more manageable, we started with a seemingly much simpler task that is closely related to the heuristics of current detector software. We try to train a network that is capable of identifying whether or not four points are on a circle. This problem can easily be solved by hand and basically corresponds to solving the circle equation. To generate the training data, we used a simple program that generates circles of random radii at random center coordinates in a two-dimensional plane. Four points are then sampled on each circle, representing a "good" seed. To generate "bad" seeds, the fourth point is shifted away from the circle. The total training set contains 100k seeds of each class and is split into 75% and 25% sets for training and validation. With just a few minutes of training on a household GPU, the model can achieve accuracies beyond 95%. This accuracy doesn't change even when we introduce some Gaussian smearing of the hit coordinates, to account for multiple scattering and detector inaccuracies, suggesting that the neural network is not actually solving the circle equation but actually working on some approximation. In a real particle physics detector, the interesting tracks are usually of very high momentum, so it is actually very rare to find tracks completing full circles inside the detector. So, in an attempt to move closer to what would be seen in a real experiment, we limit the sampling of points to one half of the circle. This small adjustment in the training data already leads to a significant increase in accuracy, with the model now identifying more than 99% of the seeds correctly. We consider the toy model solved and now decide to move everything into three dimensions. The generation of training data remains the same, with the only difference being that circles are now generated with random orientation in three dimensional space. The model now requires 12 input nodes, leaving everything else unchanged. The introduction of the third dimension immediately pushes the maximum accuracy below 90%, affirming that this is a substantial step in problem complexity for our deep learning model. Nonetheless the problem seems to be solvable by conventional approaches in deep learning.
TrackML Detector Environment
Encouraged by the toy model results, we moved to a more sophisticated environment. The most readily available dataset stemmed from the Kaggle Machine Learning Challenge (TrackML) [8] . The dataset contains simulated events from a hypothetical high energy particle physics experiment. Most importantly, since the data set was already geared towards machine learning, it contains not just the coordinates of hits in the detector, but also ground truth data for complete particle tracks. The task then simplifies towards selecting reasonable seeds from this dataset. Track reconstruction can start with seeds from the inside, closest to the beam-line, or from the outside. We start with the inside-out method in mind and select the first four hits from each ground truth track to generate good seeds. Bad seeds are generated by randomly switching out hits on a track seed with hits from other tracks. Figure 2 : Detector hits from 500 simulated particle tracks. The raw data was generated using the same tools used for the TrackML challenge. The underlying detector geometry can be seen; it is already similar to what one would find in actual experiments such as ATLAS. The z-axis corresponds to the beam axis.
The new dataset highlights that actual high energy tracks in a realistic particle detector are considerably simpler than what we saw in the toy models. We can now achieve up to 99.5% accuracy on the validation set with just a few minutes of training. This is not unexpected. Tracks useful for physics usually come with high transversal momentum, making most tracks more similar to lines than a helix. We already saw that restricting spacial points to a half-circle greatly improves the accuracy of our model, so this additional reduction to an even smaller part of the circle is very likely to improve model performance. We also find that training on seeds generated from random hits along the entire track generates better results than training on seeds restricted to the first hits in the innermost layers. Even when the validation data is limited to the latter, the model trained on the "larger" tracks performs better. 
ATLAS-style Detector Environment
In the final step we actually move into the ATHENA track simulation environment of ATLAS. For training data generation, we gather 1020 particle tracks from 10 tt-events and extract the spacial coordinates of every detector hit. To account for inevitable ambiguities in certain situations when deciding whether hits are on the same track, we also introduce another output category, "medium", to account for these ambiguities. In this category, only one of the four hits per seed is wrong. Seeds in the bad category now have at least two hits from other tracks. By only discarding bad seeds, we find that less than 0.5% of actual on-track seeds would be eliminated by the model. So far, we randomly shuffled hits to generate bad seeds. But another important question is how the training process reacts to seeds that are more difficult to distinguish. To understand this, we create another training data set, but this time we take on-track hits and shift them slightly by a random amount to generate false seeds. Unsurprisingly, when the shift is too small the training fails and the model can no longer discern seed classes reasonably. In our dataset, it seems that shifts of a few dozen centimetres are necessary to achieve training success. The model trained on this dataset achieves slightly worse overall performance on the validation data set, but it is more capable when compared to the old validation set. This suggests that training on more difficult seeds can actually improve the overall model performance. 
Additional findings
We find that additional layers can greatly speed up training. Our model usually makes use of three hidden layers as shown in figure 1 . With an additional layer of the same size as the first two, the model can achieve the same accuracy with considerably less training. The final accuracy, however, is not much higher when compared to the smaller model. We set of O(10k) seeds turns out to be insufficient for training. In addition to these basic observations, we also find profound possibilities for future work: So far, we have seen that our model can distinguish seed classes with considerable accuracy. However, due to the nature of deep neural networks, it is very hard to tell what the model is actually doing internally. Until now, we only know that it can learn to approximate some discriminatory hypersurface in a high-dimensional space. But we would also like to know how this abstract representation could represent the actual physics of particle tracks. To this end, we manually create seeds by setting three points on the xz-plane of the detector. Then we run the model on every possible position of the fourth point in the same plane and look at the probability to find a good seed, given that particular fourth hit-position. The result is shown in figure 5 . Figure 5 : Two examples of where the model estimates a probable fourth hit when given three hits of a seed. The positions of the manually placed hits are shown in red. Note that for lower transverse momentum tracks, the uncertainty in the model prediction grows considerably.
The model has obviously not just learned to classify seeds based on coordinates, but it has developed an internal approximation of where the entire track might be found. This has profound consequences for future work, as the same model might also be useful in the very next stage of track reconstruction. There it might act as a sort of Kalman-filter to find additional hits from an initial seed.
Conclusions
This work demonstrates that a deep neural network could be a powerful, easy to develop tool for track reconstruction. The only major requirement is a ground truth dataset of sufficient size. We show where major complications and benefits for training reside. Finally we present an analysis of the internal workings of the model and show that it might be useful not just for track seeding. We also haven't dived deeply into feature engineering yet. A real detector, for example, will provide more than just plain spacial coordinates for the hits. We expect that there is still plenty of room for improvement.
